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Abstract: A bus seat needs to be designed ergonomically for better seating comfort. The present
study is intended to develop a cost-effective ergonomic bus seat design based on seat comfort
and safety demands. As part of the proposed seat design procedure, seating comfort analysis,
identifying preferred design features, and developing a seat design are included. An analysis of
the bus seat back and seat pan profiles was conducted. Based on the results of the comfort analysis,
the authors identified the preferred design features of bus seats during the design identification
process. An improved bus seat prototype was developed based on selected design features in the
design development stage. Seating comfort analyses were used to compare the achieved seat with
the reference seat. The seat design developed in the present study may be applicable for various
types of bus public transport.

Keywords: public transport; bus seat; seating comfort analysis; FEM model; structural safety assess-
ment; ergonomics

1. Introduction

Seating comfort is one of the most important indicators of automotive seat perfor-
mance [1–3]. Around the world, there have been many studies on seating comfort, in-
cluding car seats, truck seats [4], and bus and train seats [5]. A seat that is comfortable in
static conditions may have poor dynamic characteristics that make it uncomfortable on
the road. The profile of a bus seat needs to be designed ergonomically for various body
sizes of passengers. Most automotive seats are not designed according to anthropometry,
neither are the automakers willing to invest resources in designing components appeasing
human ergonomics [6].

Nowadays, urban space, especially in large cities, faces several challenges resulting
from the permanently increasing number of inhabitants. One of the urgent issues to be
solved is a safe, comfortable, and quick way of commuting for the residents of urban
agglomerations. However, along with overloaded and rapidly expanding urban space,
along with modernization of the existing road infrastructure, the growth of traffic level is
also significant [7–11].

A natural way of solving such a challenge is to develop collective transport and
encourage the still undecided citizens to use it. Residents choosing the mode of transport
in urban agglomerations analyze various factors, among which the largest impact on their
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decisions are safety and comfort (which affect visual, thermal, acoustic, and vibration
aspects) [12]. Research studies have already shown that passenger comfort is a key factor
in the choice of the means of transport, and its improvement may attract more users of
urban transport [13–17]. Following investments in the safety and comfort of collective
transport, the quality of life in contemporary cities may be improved. On the other hand,
increased road safety could be achieved in many other ways, too (Figure 1). Passenger
protection while travelling is one of them, i.e., the design of safe and comfortable seats
along with safety belts. A seat’s dimensions must be designed to suit the anthropometry of
passengers when designing ergonomic seats. Optimum passenger seat design according
to passenger anthropometry can decrease fatigue and discomfort during long periods of
sitting [18]. The passengers of the vehicle must be comfortable, as the discomfort can result
in fatigue, which can lead to a condition of body imbalance, since the passenger seat used
does not usually correspond with the wearer’s anthropometry (non-ergonomic). When
it comes to the passenger seat design sector, an ergonomic factor and aspect will ensure
greater comfort and less fatigue for passengers [19]. According to The Harvard School of
Public Health, ergonomics is the science, art, and application of technology that aims to
harmonize or balance between all facilities used at work and rest with human abilities and
limitations so that the overall quality of life can be increased [20].

Figure 1. Examples of ways to improve road safety.

A literature review on the comfort of bus driver seats indicates several medical
problems resulting from their long-term use [21–23]. Bus drivers are struggling with such
problems as sleepiness, cramps, muscle fatigue, difficult circulation, spine pain, depression,
stiffness, pain, numbness in the spine, and other musculoskeletal problems that may
become chronic [24–30]. For that reason, to reduce these medical problems resulting from a
malformed bus seat, further research should be carried out on the existing bus seat profile.
Bearing that that in mind the authors tried to fill the knowledge gap by fully understanding
the mechanisms of stress and strength distribution for a specific seat construction design,
the present research focuses on specific solid plastic frame construction, which has not been
fully studied in the available scientific literature. The study concerns bus seats occupied
by an adult (50 years old) and a young (10 years old) passenger, concerning different seat
solid plastic frame mounting scenarios.

A comparative analysis of existing bus seat profiles and their evaluation may be
presented in the following aspects: (i) comfort evaluation and (ii) ergonomic evaluation.
In the comfort evaluation part, 48 participants evaluated seven parts (headrest, upper-
back support, lumbar support, seatback bolster, hip support, thigh support, and seat
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pan bolster) [25]. There are 12 components of the bus seat that directly affect passenger
comfort, including seatbelts, armrests, recliners, headrests, dorsal support, lumbar support,
side back support, seatback overall support, hip support, thigh support, and seat pan
overall support. In addition, 17 ergonomic evaluation measures (such as reachability,
controllability, tactile sensation, grip sensation, adjustability, size appropriateness, shape
appropriateness, cushioning, and overall comfort) were selected to be assessed based on
literature reviews [31–33].

In addition to comfort, safety is an essential requirement. The subject of traffic safety
has been investigated by many researchers in the context of cars, buses, and coaches [34,35].
Rupp et al. [36] found that the fracture tolerance of the femur is 7.59 kN. In the US, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) specified a maximum femur
load of 10 kN for a male dummy of the 50th percentile [37]. Leg femurs on both sides
experienced 5.2 kN loads. Although within the safe limit, this model predicted a high
pelvis load. Due to the dummy posture, the knees are the main point of contact between
the seat back and the femurs. The pelvis injury tolerance was determined based on peak
pelvis acceleration according to Haffner [38]. Using 130 g of acceleration on the pelvis, he
proposed that the occupant’s pelvis can suffer serious injury. When the setback impact
occurs, the model predicted a peak acceleration of 33 g for the pelvis [39]. There was a
similar interval between the peak acceleration of the pelvis and the peak load of the femur.
However, it is below the safe threshold of injury for the pelvis acceleration level. Mertz
and Patrick [40] conducted a study showing showed that the human chest is capable of
bearing a distributed load of 49 g. This value should not exceed 60 g, according to the
FMVSS 208 test.

The development of the Bus Safety Standards (BSS) in different countries included
seat testing, both in computer simulations and sledge testing (which replicates the collision
forces in a repeatable way, but for testing just the seat in isolation and not the entire vehicle).
This testing compared traditional low-back seats against medium (taller) back seats and
high (for example coach style) back seats. In rear-facing seats, the BSS encourage high
back seats. The additional weight of the different seats makes them difficult to implement
throughout the entire bus. European Union Transport Politics aims to emphasize the
importance of using public transport rather than private transport while focusing on the
safety of the passengers and reducing pollution [41,42]. The World Health Organization
(WHO) acknowledges this fact in its annual report on global road safety, where they
advocate for better public transport that is safe, accessible, and affordable because it is vital
to increase safety in urban areas where traffic has become more crowded [43–45].

For the purpose of the present research, the comfort and safety of solid plastic frame
seat performance were evaluated based on stress deformation and kinematic behavior. The
seats’ frame structure and the material used in the modeling and analyses are considered
not to be fully investigated in the available literature, making the research performance the
biggest motivation.

2. Materials and Methods

Seating comfort analysis can be performed using vibration evaluation, electromyo-
graphy, electroencephalography, oxygen saturation, posture-image analysis, spinal load-
ing, computer-aided engineering (CAE), pressure, temperature and humidity monitoring,
etc. [46–48].

The experimental, purpose-built physical model of the bus that had a front seat
and two rows of seats is presented in Figure 2. The model concerned a dummy hybrid
representing a 50-year-old man (M50) and a dummy representing a 10-year-old child (P10).
The position of the dummies, the seats, and the safety belts were adopted based on the
assumed real event scenario. All the characteristic dimensions could be followed in detail
in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Dimensions describing the dummy position concerning the seat and safety belt location:
(a) front view M50, (b) front view P10, (c) side view (modified after [49]).

Table 1. Distances describing the position of the dummies.

Specimen
Front View Side View

Symbol Distance (mm) Symbol Distance (mm)

M50 dummy HG 100 HGT 220
HBPW 225 HGP 350
HBR 50 HT 430
HRR 205 HB 490
HRO 40 HK 100
HBO 85 HS 295–300
HKR 175
HSR 245
HSO 155

P10 dummy PG 90–100 PGT 0
PBPW 330 PGP 515
PBR 330 PT 540–545
PRR 70 PB 575–580
PRO 282 PK 255
PBO 105 PS 40
PKR 150
PSR 85
PSO 250

The Mathematical Dynamics Models for Applications (MADYMO) software program
uses the method of multibody system dynamics for the formulation of a numerical model.
Here, a chain of rigid bodies is linked together using kinematic pairs to copy or model
an object. Several physical variables determine the bodies as well as the kinematic joints,
which make it possible to solve the equations governing movement. There are three
parameters used to describe rigid bodies: mass, moment of inertia, and center of gravity.
The kinematic pairs defined specify the bodies that are joined with each kinematic pair. In
addition, the coordinate location of those bodies is determined as well.
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A general equation, Equation (1), is used to describe the relationship between the
position of a local coordinate system and the global coordinate system, where Xi is the
matrix of the coordinates of the position vector, ri is the matrix of the coordinates of the
vector joining the beginnings of both coordinate systems, Ai is the matrix of direction
cosines, and xi is the matrix of the coordinates of the vector of local displacement of the
coordinate system.

Xi = ri + Aixi (1)

The numerical model for the solution to the general equation of motion Equation (2)
uses a modified single-phase Euler’s method with a constant time step ts:

M
..
x + C

.
x + Kxt = Pt (2)

where M—mass matrix; C—matrix defining the damping of the system; K—rigidity matrix;
xt—displacement; Pt—matrix defining external loads applied to the system. This matrix is
usually adopted in the form of the so-called proportional damping (depending on K and
M matrices).

There are 3 types of mechanical models, in which fuzzy models and neural networks
are not used because of their non-linearity. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the exper-
iment, the ramification cannot be used to achieve the desired damping force in an open
control system. In this case, the Bouc–Wen model was used. As described by Spencer
et al. [50], the model is commonly used to elaborate the MR damper hysteretic character-
istics. In the present experimental study, the controlled MR damper has high vibration
restitution when compared with the passive MR damper. A controlled MR damper presents
the better performance by 24% of road-holding vehicles when compared with fully active
and 22% on an ideal semi-active suspension system [51].

The hysteretic behavior of the MR damper was depicted with the help of the Bouc–
Wen model [50]. A scheme of the mechanical diagram of the MR damper is shown in
Figure 3. The dampers can be used as comfort and noise protection elements, too [41–54].
Figure 3 presents the general view of the soundproof partition of the bus motor. The cross-
section shows the bus septum, where 1—engine compartment, 2—passenger compartment,
3—DVA, 4—internal part of the partition. The partition has an elastic fastening, which is
the external part of the sound absorber of reinforcing elements. A damper on the driver’s
seat is a required feature. However, transport comfort can be increased by fitting dampers
to the passenger seats as well.

Figure 3. Mechanical model of MR damper (a), and general appearance of a bus soundproofing
system (b).

From the empirical point of view, the mechanical model is governed by the following
equations

.
y =

1
c0 + c1

[
αz + k0(x− y) + c0

.
x
]

(3)
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.
z = −γ

∣∣ .
x− .

y‖z
∣∣n−1z− µ(

.
x− .

y)|z|n + A(
.
x− .

y) (4)

fMR = c1
.
y + k1(x− x0). (5)

Based on dimensional differences, 12 bus seats were classified based on their features
for the purpose of the study. Accordingly, lumbar supports were classified in reference to
dimensional differences between extracted centerline and seat pan lines measured for the
measured bus seat profiles. This means that the lumbar was shaped for ≥25 mm (mean) or
flattened to achieve the lumbar shape of <25 mm on the center line, and the designed side
lumbar support was shaped for ≥45 mm or flattened to achieve the side lumbar support
shape <45 mm than the side lumbar support on the seat pan lines (Figure 4) [48].

Figure 4. Critical cross-sections and outlines of a bus seat profile.

3. Results and Discussion

Unlike nowadays, in the past, the seat designs were made mostly of the tubular profile.
However, stamped designs of passenger bus seats still need further experimental analyses.
In this case, a stamped construction with a thickness of 2 mm, made of Steel 20, was used
in the 3D modeling (Figure 5). The software allowing stress distribution evaluation was
the one presenting the traditional approach for solving and presenting the distribution of
internal stresses in various structures. Dynamic analysis was conducted to determine the
stress deformation and kinematic behavior of the mechanism with consideration of the
elastic–plastic behavior of individual parts of the mechanism.

Figure 5. Seat model made of pressed sheet: (a) solid model; (b) Finite Element Method (FEM) model.

While building the model, the first step was to reduce weight, which weakens the
supporting frame, and to increase its compliance, the model seat was cut out. The cut-out
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is very important for obtaining the necessary movements at checkpoints following the
requirements of static tests proposed by the Economic Commission for Europe of the
United Nations Regulation No. 80 [55].

The loading height H1 of load P1 was 781 mm concerning the base surface, and the
loading height H2 of load P2 was 533 mm, respectively. The values of loads P1 and P2
applied to the back seat were parallel to the horizontal plane and the longitudinal axis of
the bus and could be calculated as follows in Equations (6) and (7):

P1 =
1000
H1
± 50 =

1000
0.781

+ 50 = 1330N (6)

P2 =
2000
H2
± 100 =

2000
0.533

+ 100 = 3852N (7)

A further performance of the research on the seat frame conforming to the require-
ments of UNECE Regulation No. 80 [55] is the analysis of the structure strength presented
in the form of a solid-state model (solid model). This would ensure higher accuracy of the
calculation and would allow taking into account the plastic deformations (allowing physi-
cal non-linearity). The main advantage of the solid model is the possibility of transition
from the nodal connections of the rods to the actual volumetric connections of pipes and
other elements of the design corresponding to the actual scenario. In contrast to the beam
performance, the solid-state model is much more complex in terms of its construction and
analysis, because the model needs to be split into sets of sizes and configurations.

The study of three variants of the seats loaded with the following scenarios was carried
out: with a stand (Figure 6a), with a side fixing console (Figure 6b), and with an additional
handrail, which was attached to the roof frame (Figure 6c).

Figure 6. Three-dimensional model of a seat with a stand (a), a side control fixing (b), and a handrail attached to the roof
frame (c).

The first example (Figure 6a) consists of a vertical rack, which was made of a 2 mm
thick profile and with a hole in the center to save material; however, it was not reducing the
structure’s stiffness. The bottom of the rack is welded to a 3 mm thick plate with two holes
of 10 mm in diameter, under a bolted connection. In the model, the welded connection of
the plate is simulated, which acts as the flange fastening the base to the wheel arches of the
bus and the rack’s frame (Figure 6a).

The second scenario (Figure 6b) is relevant for low-entry and low-floor vehicles,
allowing efficient bus floor maintenance. Its base is not fixed to the racks on the floor but is
firmly tied to the side of the bus through two supporting circular pipes of 20 × 2 mm in
size (Figure 6b). These pipes are welded to a steel plate (265 × 50 × 3 mm in size) with two
holes for a bolted connection of 10 mm. The flanges are attached to the side of the seat at a
height of 200 mm.
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Starting from the fact that the second scenario (Figure 6b) is characterized by higher
optimization potential, in comparison with the classical variant (Figure 6a) with a stable
floor mount, which has a much smaller distance between the mount supports, and therefore
a significantly greater moment of action from the forces, it is advisable to strengthen it
by the introducing an additional rail attached to the roof frame (Figure 6c). It is worth
noting that it is often possible to find a construction variant with a handrail attached to the
frame of one of the seats. Thus, as a result of loads following UNECE Regulation No. 80,
different values of displacement and absorbed energy are obtained for the back and the
right-sided seats.

In general, each node has 6 degrees of free space (three linear movements and three
angles of rotation), but for a particular task, certain degrees of free space may not be
possible. For instance, in the solving process of deforming a flat five-point fastening of the
base of the seat loaded by plane forces, the basic functions describing the displacement of
the peak plane can be omitted, since their value is zero.

The description type includes here the topology of an element (flat triangle, flat
quadrilateral, a polygon with curved sides, bulk element-tetrahedron, hexagon, etc.). For
such shapes, the basic functions (a quadrilateral with 6 degrees of free space in the node,
quadrilateral with 2 degrees of free space in the node, etc.) and formulas for calculating
elastic energy are used. The solution of a set of equations of FEM (finite elements method)
by the prediction of displacement will be the components of nodal displacements of the
discrete design of a passenger seat.

In general, the base model with a stand consists of 19 constituent elements. Its weight
is 15.1 kg. The number of finite elements of the FEM model approaches 40,000 and the
number of nodes is 85,376. The results of the calculations indicate that despite being
identical to one another, the left and right seats are divided into different amounts of
finite elements (FE): the left consists of 16,160 elements joined by 33,265 nodes and the
right consists of 16,189 items with 33,309 nodes. Similar conditions can be observed for
absolutely identical M8 bolts fastening the base. There may be several explanations: firstly,
the Ansys Workbench algorithm generates a grid every time individually (adapting to the
set conditions of the calculation), and may start, for example, not from the seat mounting
area, but its upper part, showing signs of an artificial neural network. Secondly, the base to
which the seat is fixed is not symmetrical (different degrees of detail in its various areas).

The model of the seat with a console mount consists of 19 constituent elements and is
heavier by 0.6 kg. The number of end-points of the FEM model increases to 42,699, and the
number of the corresponding nodes is almost 5000 units.

All elements that are part of the seat model have nonlinear characteristics of the
material, including its physical nonlinearity (Nonlinear Effects = Yes). For example, one of
the M8 bolts consists of 198 elements and 408 knots, and the corresponding nut consists of
66 elements and 473 knots. The contact sensitivity parameter that is automatically set in
the Ansys Workbench environment is 3.4712 mm (Tolerance Value). In general, the model
is more complex, concerning the rack sample, and it requires a more detailed breakdown of
key elements: the degree of detail in the partition is determined by the Relevance parameter,
which is assumed to be 0.35 for the model under study (as part of the Ansys Workbench
software functionality, the maximum value for Relevance is−100). Compared with the first
scenario (Figure 5a) and despite the absence of a rack mount to the floor, the overall height
of the model (Length Y) increased from 791.09 to 1184 mm. The difference in overall height
is due to the presence of a high rail, which is fixed to the system of railings on the roof of
the cabin. Compared with the second scenario (Figure 5b), the number of FEs increased by
7%, and the number of nodes increased by 7.5%, respectively.

The weight of the model with a handrail is 16.6 kg, and the number of constituent
elements of assembly increased not as much. Data on the FEM-wire rail were as follows:
the number of FE railings is 3792, and the number of nodes is 7426. Its dimensional height
was 971.5 mm, and the weight of the whole model was 0.9 kg.
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During the computer simulation of seat frame tests, the behavior of the component
elements with the corresponding steel–steel friction pairs has also been determined. For
steel–steel pairs, the coefficient of friction is set to 0.2, which corresponds to the typical
value in rest. In addition to the bolted joints, all contact pairs have a friction coefficient of
0.2. The hard type bonded (motionless) joint provides a bolted connection (for example,
Bonded—M8 bolt to bolt connection).

It should be noted that the statement about the direct correlation of the growth of
relevance to the accuracy of the calculation is false. In the split configuration on the FE,
the Relevance Center parameter is set to Fine, which means an improved detail of the
element at the curves of the model and complex transitions (bolted connections, etc.). The
minimum value of the edge length of the finite element was 5,8838e−004 mm.

Firstly, the stress values of the base model with the rack were analyzed. The maximum
value reached was 431.74 MPa. The rack was fixed using the bolted connection at the left
bracket, which was mounted along with the movement of the seat to the base in its front
part. At the same time, the maximum stress value of mounting bolts was 199.43 MPa. In
the place where the seat frame was fixed with a bolted connection, the stress value was
240 MPa. The constituent elements reached maximum stresses at different times, which is
presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Tension diagrams depending on load steps: (a) nut; (b) bolt.

When considering the stress–strain state of the design at the stage of full absorption of
the impact energy presented in Figure 7, the maximum stress value, equal to 374.74 MPa,
is recorded in the frame of the right-hand drive of the bus in the area of the seat bend.
This is as expected due to the greatest bending moments passing through this area. The
stress values in the rack vary from 5 MPa in the flange with an increase of 45 MPa in the
bolted joints and up to 270 MPa in the rack (Figure 8). Structurally, the seat leg is a welded
structure consisting of a pressed sheet with a thickness of 2 mm and a flat flange fastened
to the floor with a thickness of 3 mm.

Together with the base of the seat (welded square tube frame), the rack and flange
mounted to the bracket of the seat arch forms a single inseparable structure. The structure
demonstrated a maximum stress value of 339.81 MPa, which is fixed in the right seat
mount bracket.
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Figure 8. Strength map of the rack.

The variant of the seat base, designed for the installation in low-entry buses, has
a one-way mount attached to the bus sidewall, and therefore, in theory, it has a lower
equilibrium than the previous design. The maximum value of stresses recorded during
the loading process was 434.33 MPa. It corresponds to the contact area of the anterior nut
with the left seat frame. Such conditions and detection of the maximum stress design fully
correspond with the previous case. In both cases, the nut will withstand the force reactions
transmitted from the bolt while maintaining the design integrity. The maximum stress
value is 390.02 MPa, which is 3–5% more compared to the previous version. This value
corresponds to the area of the left-hand drive of the seated bus, which is the opposite of
the seat with a stand (the right seat was more loaded).

In a reverse case, the value of the maximum stress occurs at the base of the seat, with
305.81 MPa versus 339.81 MPa for the rack variant. Although the area where the extremum
of stress is fixed coincides with the same seat mount bracket. Thus, the bracket is in lower
load conditions as part of the console construction. Even though the absolute value of
stresses is lower in the console variant, the average value of stresses is 30–35% higher when
referring to 270–300 MPa for pipe profiles (25 × 2 mm) against 220–250 MPa for a variant
providing a stable mounting.

In general, the console structure in terms of stresses has a sufficient margin of safety,
but a significant part of the constituent elements is outside the yield strength of the material
(Steel 20–250 MPa). This is because the seat performs the bearing function, which may
result in increased displacement under regular loads following UNECE Regulation No. 80.

For the third variant of the base with a console fastening and additional armor with
a stress map, a decrease by 5% in the value of stresses was noticed. The maximum
value corresponds to the area of the left seat bend. In general, the relative equilibrium of
the construction of the seat together with an additional handrail may be estimated: the
oscillation of the voltage value is at 30–40% between the model components, meaning there
are no overloaded elements or those with an excess safety margin.

Although the seat base showed a maximum stress value of 5 MPa more than in two
other cases, the average value of stresses in round profiles, 20 × 2 mm in size, at 15–20% is
lower due to stress redistribution. A significant contribution to stress redistribution has a
vertical additional handrail, absorbing a significant part of the energy when struck. The
voltage map of this handhold shows the effectiveness of its work: the maximum stress
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value was 266.77 MPa. As expected, this value is fixed in the area of the seat mounting to
its base.

4. Conclusions

Bearing in mind that there is a number of factors influencing the general performance
of bus seats, the present paper aimed to focus on an aspect considered crucial in urban
public transportation, which is safety and comfort. The comfort analyses were performed
using purpose-built models on seat profiles occupied by an adult (M50) and a young (M10)
passenger. The safety analyses were based on analyzing the frame strength and stress
distribution for three variants of seat mounts: a seat with a stand, a side control seat fixing,
and a seat-supporting handrail attached to the roof frame.

All considered models were solid-based and created using computer-aided design
and a computer-aided engineering software environment; then, they were imported into
the software package for Finite Element Method analysis. In general, the base model with
a stand consists of 19 constituent elements. The number of finite elements of the Finite
Element Method model approached 40,000, and the number of nodes exceeded 80,000.

The simulation of different scenarios for seat loading complies with Economic Com-
mission for Europe of the United Nations Regulation No. 80 [54]. The common seat frame
types with various mounting types used in standard or low floor buses were tested, giving
a promising correlation between the simulation and test results according to the Economic
Commission for Europe of the United Nations Regulation No. 80. For different seat
mounting scenarios, the achieved maximum stresses were 431.74 MPa for a base model,
374.74 MPa at the stage of full absorption of the impact energy, and 339.8 MPa for the rack
and flange mounted to the bracket of the seat arch. For the variant of the seat base, which
was designed for installation in low-floor buses, the maximum value of stresses recorded
during the loading process was 434.33 MPa.

The present study is a primary investigation focusing on particular events concerning
two passengers with assumed seating locations and coordinates. The study should be
further developed to evaluate seating comfort and safety for all passengers located at
different seating spots. Bearing in mind that the results of the present study could be
applied in urban public transportation only, the outcomes would allow understanding how
to improve the comfort zone preventing potential physical discomfort or injuries.
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